2019 Candidate Projects

Legend
- Years 1 and 2
- Year 3
- Year 4
- 2019 - 2021 Planned Projects

Year of Projects

2019 Locations

- 8 Chip Seal
- 13 OL 3"
- 42 FD PCCP Patching
- 200 New Const Concrete
- 201 New Const Asphalt
- 226 SR 2", Chip Seal
- 300 OL 1"
- 326 SR 1", Chip Seal
- 347 CM 2", OV 2"
- 348 UBAS-Novachip
- 375 CM 1.5", OL 1.5"
- 376 CM .5", UBAS
- 385 CM 1", OL 1.5"
- 428 CM 1", OL 1"

2020 Locations
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